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ABSTRACT

In the development of algorithms for sound source detection, iden-
tification and localization, having the possibility to generate data-
sets in a flexible and fast way is of utmost importance. However,
most of the available acoustic simulators used for this purpose
target indoor applications, and their usefulness is limited when
it comes to outdoor environments such as that of a road, involv-
ing fast moving sources and long distances travelled by the sound
waves. In this paper we present an acoustic propagation simula-
tor specifically designed for road scenarios. In particular, the pro-
posed Python software package enables to simulate the observed
sound resulting from a source moving on an arbitrary trajectory
relative to the observer, exploiting variable length delay lines to
implement sound propagation and Doppler effect. An acoustic
model of the road reflection and air absorption properties has been
designed and implemented using digital FIR filters. The architec-
ture of the proposed software is flexible and open to extensions,
allowing the package to kick-start the implementation of further
outdoor acoustic simulation scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the recent advent of (semi-)autonomous vehicles, compa-
nies and researchers are devoting an ever-growing effort to design-
ing sensors and algorithms that target the perception and analysis
of the environment. In this context, acoustic signals have been
exploited in two main areas: first, microphone arrays have been
placed on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) to be used for sound
source localization, identification and tracking [1, 2]. In particular,
acoustic signals have proven useful in search and rescue applica-
tions [3, 4], where hidden sound sources can not be detected by
sensors relying on visual clues. Second, microphone arrays are
being used on (semi-)autonomous cars to improve their safety or
enhance the ability of the driver to perceive the environment (e.g.
acoustic sensing could help hearing-impaired people to detect ap-
proaching vehicles) [5]. Audio signals are also useful for the early
detection of danger (e.g. car horns) and of emergency vehicles [6].

The ongoing and expanding development of algorithms for
outdoor sound source detection and localization motivates the need
of datasets to build and test new models. In particular, the algo-
rithms exploiting deep learning techniques require a large amount
of training data, very specific to the application they target. Some
datasets for UAV applications have been proposed in the literature
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[4, 7], and some non-specific datasets [8] have been used to com-
pensate for the hurdles of data collection. It is difficult, instead,
to find suitable audio data of a road scenario, collected with mi-
crophones mounted on cars moving in the traffic. Moreover, since
the research on microphone array architectures for automotive ap-
plications is still ongoing, a flexible approach to data generation,
that can easily adapt to new array geometries and sound scenes, is
of utmost importance to facilitate algorithm development. For this
purpose, simulators constitute a powerful tool for the generation of
large amounts of data during the design of new algorithms. Many
indoor acoustic simulators have been proposed in the literature [9],
but few are available that target outdoor applications. Moreover,
most of the existing tools are built for noise analysis more than
for the computation of simulated microphone signals [10, 11], and
therefore are rarely useful in our context.

For this reason, the motivation behind pyroadacoustics is to
provide researchers with a framework to simulate the propagation
of sound signals emitted by sources moving on a road. The soft-
ware we present in this paper is available at [12] and is built on top
of the Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) features of Python,
that make its architecture open for future extensions to different
scenarios. In its first version, the proposed package targets the
simulation of a highway-driving scene, defined by:

• One omnidirectional sound source, moving on an arbitrary
trajectory with an arbitrary (variable) speed, and emitting a
sound signal specified by the user.

• A static array of omnidirectional microphones, with arbi-
trary geometry, used to record the signal produced by the
source.

• A stationary background noise of diffuse type, with an ar-
bitrary SNR specified by the user.

• A set of environmental parameters that define the atmo-
spheric conditions (i.e. the temperature T , pressure ps and
relative humidity hrel).

• The acoustic properties of the road surface, depending on
its construction material. The material can be chosen from
a database of asphalt types, available in the software pack-
age, or defined from scratch by the user, and is character-
ized by a set of acoustic absorption coefficients at specific
frequencies.

A detailed description of all the available options and parameters
is provided in the package documentation [12]. In the current ver-
sion of the simulator, the only reflecting surface considered is the
ground, thus the presence of further nearby objects or buildings is
neglected. This is a reasonable assumption for the modeling of a
non-urban road such as a highway. Furthermore, the effect of wind
is not taken into account. Note that, although the microphone array
is assumed to be static, the relative motion between the source and
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the array is simulated, thus the presence of moving microphones
can be faced by properly defining the trajectory of the source.

To design the proposed simulator, we exploited the delay line
element [13], widely used in the literature for the implementation
of both musical audio effects and Doppler simulators [14, 6]. Dif-
ferently from [6], in pyroadacoustics both the direct sound and the
sound reflected from the road surface are modeled and simulated.
This enables to include in the simulations not only the Doppler
effect, but also the interference of the direct and reflected sound
waves. In order to achieve a realistic simulation of the reflection,
a model of the asphalt surface has been included. The effect of the
atmospheric absorption has also been implemented.

This paper aims to describe the design of the proposed acoustic
simulator, and is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the
physics of the Doppler effect, the atmospheric acoustic absorption
and the reflection properties of the road surface. In Sec. 3 we re-
view the implementation of the delay line element and describe its
use to model acoustic wave propagation. We thoroughly discuss
the design and implementation of the pyroadacoustics simulator
in Sec. 4, and show its capabilities in Sec. 5. Finally, in Sec. 6 we
draw conclusions and envision future extensions of the simulator.

2. MODELING ROAD ACOUSTICS

The propagation of sound waves outdoors has been widely stud-
ied in the literature and shows peculiar characteristics, determined
by both the intrinsic non-stationarity and inhomogeneity of the
atmosphere, and the complexity of the acoustic scene, involving
background noise, dynamic sound sources and the presence of
scattering objects. In this scenario, the main acoustic phenomena
discussed in the literature include the spreading of sound waves,
the atmospheric absorption, the scattering of acoustic waves at
the surface of the ground and objects located in the scene, the
effect of wind on sound propagation, the temperature and pres-
sure variations, causing variations in the speed of sound and re-
fraction [15, 16]. Moreover, the Doppler effect, often negligible
in indoor scenarios, must be considered in the presence of moving
sources. In this section we will discuss the acoustic phenomena
implemented in pyroadacoustics, namely:

• The Doppler effect, relevant in road scenarios including
sound sources that move at relatively high speed.

• The air absorption, significant when sound waves travel
large distances.

• The road reflection, being the main component of the scat-
tered sound field in a highway scenario.

2.1. The Doppler Effect

In the analysis of moving sound sources having a velocity that is
not negligible relative to the speed of sound in the air, the Doppler
effect impacts how the radiated signal is received at some measure-
ment position. For the sake of simplicity, without loss of general-
ity, let us consider a static microphone located at position r and a
source moving with constant velocity v, located at position r′ at a

certain time τ . Here, the position and velocity vectors are defined
in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. If the source
emits a sinusoidal signal of frequency f , the receiver will observe
a signal at a shifted frequency given by [13]

fr = f
c

c− ⟨v, r−r′

∥r−r′∥2
⟩
, (1)

where c denotes the speed of sound in air, ⟨·, ·⟩ is the inner product
(here chosen to be the dot product in R3) and ∥·∥2 is the vector ℓ2-
norm. Thus, the Doppler effect will cause the received frequency
to be higher than the emitted one when the source is moving to-
wards the receiver, and lower when it is moving away from it.

2.2. The Sound Absorption Properties of Air

In this section we give an overview of the absorption properties
of the atmosphere. The formulae presented here have been widely
discussed in the literature and can be found (with minor variations)
in multiple references, e.g. [17, 18]. Nonetheless, in order to keep
this paper self-contained, in the following we present the expres-
sions needed for the implementation discussed in Sec. 4.2.

As sound propagates through the air, part of its energy is con-
verted to heat and thus dissipated. The most significant energy
losses are caused by the viscosity of air, the heat conduction and
the molecular relaxation of nitrogen and oxygen [19, 13]. This ef-
fect is known in the literature as air absorption, and is significant
at high frequencies and long distances between the sound source
and the receiver [15]. If we consider a plane wave having pressure
p0 at the position r′ of a sound source, the pressure received by a
microphone at position r is given by [15]

p(r) = p0e
−α

2
∥r−r′∥2 , (3)

where [17]
α =

α0

10 log10 e
, (4)

and α0 is the absorption coefficient, measured in dB/m, depend-
ing on frequency, humidity, temperature and pressure. From (3)
and (4) we can compute the dB-scale attenuation of the sound pres-
sure caused by air absorption as

La = 20 log10
p(r)
p0

= −10α∥r− r′∥2 log10 e = −α0∥r− r′∥2 (5)

In the ISO 9613-1 standard [17] a closed-form expression for the
absorption coefficient α0 is given, see Eq. (2) at the bottom of
the page. Here f is the frequency of the source signal, T is the
air temperature, T0 = 293.15K, ps is the atmospheric pressure,
ps0 = 1atm is the reference atmospheric pressure, fr,O is the
oxygen relaxation frequency

fr,O =
ps
ps0

(
24.0 + 4.04 · 104h 0.02 + h

0.391 + h

)
, (6)

and fr,N is the nitrogen relaxation frequency

fr,N =
ps
ps0

(
T

T0

)− 1
2 (

9 + 280he−4.17[(T/T0)
−1/3−1]

)
. (7)

α0 = 8.686f2

[
1.84 · 10−11

(
ps
ps0

)−1 (
T

T0

)1/2

+

(
T

T0

)−5/2 (
0.01275

e−2239.1/T

fr,O + f2/fr,O
+ 0.1068

e−3352/T

fr,N + f2/fr,N

)]
dB/m . (2)
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In (6) and (7) h denotes the molar concentration of water vapor,

h = hrel
psat

ps
, (8)

where hrel is the relative humidity expressed as a percentage [18],

psat = ps0 · 10
[
−6.8346

(
T01
T

)1.261
+4.6151

]
, (9)

and T01 = 273.16K.
Thus, using equations (2)-(9) we are able to compute the ab-

sorption coefficient at any frequency f , for arbitrary atmospheric
conditions characterized by a set of parameters {T, ps, hrel}.

2.3. The Road Reflection

In an outdoor environment where only scattering from the ground
surface is considered, the sound field captured by a receiver can be
described as the sum of two components: the direct sound, prop-
agating along a straight line between the source and the micro-
phone, and the sound reflected by the ground surface. The direct
and the reflected waves combine to produce areas where construc-
tive or destructive interference can be observed, depending on the
relative positions of the source and the receiver and on the fre-
quency components of the signal [15]. When a sound wave hits
the ground, and only specular reflection is assumed, the angle of
reflection is equal to the angle of incidence ϑ on the ground surface
itself. The reflection properties of the surface are characterized by
the reflection coefficient [20]

R(ϑ) =
Z(ϑ) cosϑ− Z0

Z(ϑ) cosϑ+ Z0
, (10)

where Z(ϑ) is the impedance of the ground surface, while Z0 is
the characteristic impedance of air. If the interaction between the
air and the ground is independent of the angle of incidence of the
impinging sound waves, the ground surface is said to be locally re-
active, and its impedance Z does not depend on ϑ. In this case, the
angular dependency of the reflection coefficient is fully expressed
by the cosine terms in (10). This assumption, despite being an
approximation, is widely adopted in environmental noise analysis
and outdoor acoustics [15, 21].

The acoustic properties of a construction material are usually
described by its absorption coefficient αm(ϑ), that denotes the
fraction of the incident sound energy that is not reflected from a
surface made of that material [20]. This parameter depends mainly
on the porosity and the thickness of the surface layer, and is gener-
ally measured for normal incident waves (i.e. when ϑ = 0) using
the Kundt’s tube [22]. Its value is related to the reflection coeffi-
cient (10) by the formula [20]

αm(0) = 1− |R(0)|2 . (11)

For locally reacting surfaces, Z can be computed from the values
of αm(0) and R(0) using equations (10), with ϑ = 0, and (11). Its
value can then be used in (10) to compute the reflection coefficient
R(ϑ) for any incidence angle ϑ of the sound waves [23]. Note
that, for ease of notation, the frequency dependency of the road
reflection properties has not been explicitly indicated throughout
this section, yet this dependency will be taken into account in the
implementation in Sec. 4.3.

x[n] z−M xD[n]

Figure 1: M -sample delay line.
1 2 · · · N

wptrrptr increment

M

Figure 2: M -sample delay line as circular buffer, with read-pointer
rptr and write-pointer wptr. The pointers move in the direction
indicated by the increment arrow.

3. THE DELAY LINE

The delay line is an elementary processing unit whose function is
to introduce a time delay between its input and its output (Fig. 1).
Given a discrete-time input signal x[n], the signal at the output of
the delay line can be written as

xD[n] = x[n−M ] . (12)

If the parameter M changes over time, the resulting unit is called a
variable length delay line, and can be used to model and simulate
moving acoustic sources [13]. A software implementation of the
delay line, proposed in [13], is based on the use of a circular buffer
of length N (see Fig. 2). The input signal is written in the buffer
sample by sample, at the position of a write-pointer. This position
is increased by one at every time step. The output signal is read
sample by sample at the position of a read-pointer, delayed by M
samples with respect to the write-pointer. The delay M (i.e. the
distance between the read and the write-pointer) is allowed to vary
over time, as long as the condition M ≤ N is met.

3.1. Simulation of Acoustic Propagation Using Delay Lines

Delay lines produce pure time delays, that can be used to model
acoustic waves propagating in a certain direction, with a fixed
wave shape. In this scenario, x[n] represents the signal generated
by a sound source located at position r′, and y[n] corresponds to
the signal received at position r. The delay M is computed as

M =
∥r− r′∥2

c
fs , (13)

where fs denotes the sampling frequency, used to convert the prop-
agation delay in seconds to the digital delay in number of samples.
Since in practice M can take non-integer values, interpolated delay
line reads are needed to deal with fractional delays (see Sec. 3.2).
Note that when the positions of the read and the write-pointers are
controlled by a physical model of sound propagation, the two are
always separated by a minimum and maximum delay interval, that
can be predicted if the trajectory of the source is known. Thus, the
read-pointer never surpasses the write-pointer.

In a realistic scenario, the acoustic wave attenuates as it prop-
agates, and some dispersion due to its interaction with the envi-
ronment can be present (e.g. the air absorption). These phenom-
ena can be implemented using digital filters cascaded to the de-
lay line. In the most general case, when both sound attenuation
and frequency-dependent air absorption are considered, the sound
propagation can be modeled using the block scheme in Fig. 3.
The delay line discussed in Sec. 3 enables to simulate multiple
receivers by using multiple read-pointers. The read-pointers can
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x[n] z−M H(M)(z)

g(M)

y[n]
xD[n]

Figure 3: Acoustic traveling wave simulator: delay line models
propagation, followed by air absorption filter and attenuation.

move independently, and the output signals can follow separate fil-
tering paths to simulate different propagation losses [14]. This can
be exploited to model reflections (or acoustic echoes) from nearby
objects such as the ground surface.

3.2. Fractional Delays and Interpolated Delay Line Reads

In a road scenario, moving sound sources play a fundamental role.
To simulate their behavior, the delay M must vary smoothly to
adapt to the varying position of the sound source. Since M can
take non-integer values, interpolated delay line reads are neces-
sary. For this purpose, various fractional delay interpolators have
been proposed in the literature [24], and their effect on variable de-
lay lines has been discussed in [13]. We now present three different
interpolators that we implemented in pyroadacoustics, namely the
linear, all-pass and windowed-sinc interpolator.

Let us consider a delay line with fractional delay M = Mint +
∆, with Mint = ⌊M⌋ being its integer part and ∆, s.t. 0 ≤ ∆ < 1,
its fractional part. The output signal of the M -samples delay line
can be computed using a Mint-samples delay element followed by
an interpolator block, as shown in Fig. 4.

A linear interpolator computes the delayed output sample as
a weighted sum of the two neighboring samples available on the
delay line, i.e. [13]

xD[n] = xM [n] + ∆ · (xM [n− 1]− xM [n]) , (14)

where xM [n] = x[n − Mint]. This procedure involves one mul-
tiplication and two additions. Notwithstanding the low computa-
tional complexity, this method produces amplitude distortion and
aliasing for high frequency signals [25], as shown in Fig. 5.

A first efficient alternative is the first-order all-pass interpola-
tion, defined by the difference equation [13]

xD[n] = a · (xM [n]− xD[n− 1]) + xM [n− 1] , (15)

where the factor a is computed as

a =
1−∆

1 +∆
. (16)

This interpolator can be implemented using the same number of
operations as the linear interpolator, but is not affected by its arti-
facts, as discussed in [25] and shown in Fig. 5.

To further improve the accuracy of the interpolation, at the cost
of a higher computational complexity, a windowed-sinc interpola-
tor can be used. Its design, described in [24], is based on the least
squares filter design method, and its impulse response is given by

hint[n] =

{
W (n−∆) sinc (n−∆) −Nw

2
≤ n ≤ Nw

2

0 otherwise
,

(17)
where W is a window function of length Nw +1 (with Nw even).

To show the effect of different interpolators on a variable de-
lay line we set up a simple simulation: a sound source emitting,
in the free-field, a sinusoid with f = 3000Hz and fixed ampli-
tude, is moving at speed v = 5m/s towards a static microphone.

x[n] z−Mint Hint(z) xD[n]
xM [n]

Figure 4: Interpolated delay line: the fractional delay M = Mint+
∆, with Mint = ⌊M⌋, 0 ≤ ∆ < 1, is implemented with a delay
line of Mint samples followed by an interpolator.

We choose the sampling frequency fs = 8000Hz and simulate
the propagation delay with a variable delay line as described in
Sec. 3.1. No losses are considered in this simulation. Fig. 5 shows
the DFT magnitude spectrum of the received signal obtained with
the three different interpolators. While in Fig. 5a the aliasing pro-
duced by the linear interpolation is clearly visible, its impact is
strongly reduced when we use the all-pass interpolator (Fig. 5b)
and disappears when a windowed-sinc interpolator, implemented
with a Hanning window of 31 samples, is adopted (Fig. 5c). An
analysis of the impact of the three different interpolators on the
simulator processing time is reported in Tab. 1.

4. ROAD ACOUSTICS SIMULATION

The delay line described in Sec. 3 is the fundamental building
block of pyroadacoustics and is used to simulate the acoustic prop-
agation and the Doppler effect. In addition to these features, we
included an accurate model of the acoustic reflection properties of
the road surface, and of the sound absorption properties of the at-
mosphere. In this section we discuss the overall architecture of
pyroadacoustics, and the implementation details of the air absorp-
tion and asphalt reflection properties introduced in Sec. 2.

4.1. Simulator Architecture

As stated in Sec. 1, pyroadacoustics targets the simulation of sound
propagation on a non-urban road. We model this scenario as a sin-
gle reflecting surface (i.e. the road surface), above which a sound
source is moving with a certain velocity along an arbitrary trajec-
tory, as sketched in Fig. 7. The sound produced by a (moving)
source S reaches a receiver M by travelling along two different
paths. The direct sound travels the distance d1 from S to M, and
suffers losses due to air absorption depending on d1 as modeled by
Eq. (3). The reflected sound travels from S to the reflection point
on the road surface, Q, being affected by air absorption depend-
ing on the distance d2. The position of Q is found by the law of
specular reflection, as discussed in Sec. 2.3. The reflected sound
wave, then, travels the distance d3 to finally reach the microphone
M, and is again affected by air absorption losses depending on d3.

In order to simulate this environment, we defined the simulator
architecture represented in Fig. 6. The propagation delays are im-
plemented using two delay line blocks. The first delay line has two
read-pointers: the first one is used to model the delay correspond-
ing to the path from S to M, and the second one the delay occurring
in the propagation from S to Q. Note that the delay line has only
one write-pointer, that feeds in the signal emitted by the sound
source. The second delay line has one read-pointer, corresponding
to the delay related to the propagation from Q to M. Each read
operation on the two delay lines is performed using an interpolator
(see Sec. 3.2), whose type can be set by the user. Along each path
depicted in Fig. 7 a FIR filter implements the air absorption (its
design will be discussed in Sec. 4.2), and a gain element imple-
ments the attenuation due to spreading, proportional to the inverse
of the travelled distance [20]. The road reflection is implemented
using the FIR filter Hrefl, discussed in Sec. 4.3. Note that since the
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(c)
Figure 5: Comparison between fractional delay interpolation methods applied to a moving source emitting a sinusoidal signal. (a) linear
interpolation; (b) first order all-pass interpolation; (c) windowed-sinc interpolation, Nw = 30.

S Delay Line 1 H
(1)
air G1 +

H
(2)
air G2 Hrefl Delay Line 2 H

(3)
air G3

M

Figure 6: Pyroadacoustics block scheme.

S

M
d1

Q

d2
d3ϑ ϑ

Figure 7: Geometry of implemented multipath propagation: the
microphone M receives the direct signal emitted by the source S,
propagating via d1, and the reflected sound, via d2 and d3.

air absorption and asphalt reflection filters are time-varying, they
cannot be commuted and merged to reduce the number of blocks.
To make the simulator more flexible, the user can choose which
filters to be included or excluded from the simulation.

4.2. Air Absorption Implementation

The air absorption filter design is performed in two steps. First, af-
ter setting the sampling frequency fs to be used in the simulations,
let us consider a set of K angular frequencies ωk = 2πfk/fs such
that ωk ∈ [0, π]. Given the atmospheric parameters {T, ps, hrel}
of the simulation scene, we can compute the air absorption coef-
ficient α0,k at each ωk using equations (2) to (9). Then, at every
simulation instant, we can compute the relative attenuation due to
atmospheric absorption at the instantaneous distances d1, d2, d3,
for each ωk, by means of Eq. (5). By converting the result to linear
scale, we obtain a set of values that represent the amplitude re-
sponse |H(ωk)| of a FIR filter, with a low-pass behavior as shown
in Fig. 8.

The second step is the FIR filter design from its amplitude re-
sponse. For this purpose, an effective technique is the weighted
least squares method [26], that we implemented following [27].
Given the values of the amplitude response |H(ωk)| at the angu-
lar frequencies ωk, we want to retrieve the impulse response of
the corresponding L + 1 taps filter. To this end, we first design
the filter impulse response to be centered around the origin (i.e.
zero-phase, |H(ωk)| ≡ H(ωk)), enforcing even symmetry in the
impulse response, and then shift it to the right by L/2 samples to

0π 0.5π π

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Angular Frequency ω

H(ω)

Air Absorption Amplitude Response

10m
40m
80m
150m
300m

Figure 8: Amplitude response of air absorption FIR filters com-
puted at different distances. Atmospheric parameters: T = 20 °C,
ps = 1atm, hrel = 50%, fs = 16 kHz. H(ω) is computed at a
set of K = 20 equally spaced frequencies in [0, fs/2].

make it causal and linear-phase, obtaining the expression

H(ωk) = h0 + 2

L/2∑
n=1

hn cos (ωkn) , (18)

with k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1. Eq. (18) can be written in matrix form
as

H(ω0)
H(ω1)

...
H(ωK−1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

=


1 2 cos (ω0) · · · 2 cos [ω0(L/2)]
1 2 cos (ω1) · · · 2 cos [ω1(L/2)]
...

...
...

1 2 cos (ωK−1) · · · 2 cos [ωK−1(L/2)]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A


h0

h1

...
hL/2

 .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

(19)

The filter coefficients, stored in the vector h, can be retrieved as

ĥ = argmin
h

∥Ah− d∥22 . (20)

This optimization problem has the well known solution

ĥ =

[(
ATA

)−1

AT

]
d , (21)
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Figure 9: Normal incidence absorption coefficients of different as-
phalt mixtures [22], with corresponding average values.

where A† =
(
ATA

)−1
AT is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse

of matrix A. Since from Eq. (19) we can see that A does not de-
pend on distance, A† can be pre-computed, so that only the prod-
uct of A† and d (that, instead, does depend on distance) needs
to be computed at every simulation instant. This makes the im-
plementation of the least squares method more computationally
efficient compared to standard implementations, in which the ma-
trix A is recomputed at every time step. Since three different air
absorption filters must be computed at each simulation instant (see
Fig. 6), this approach significantly reduces the total execution time.

4.3. Asphalt Reflection Implementation

The implementation of the asphalt reflection is based on a similar
filter design procedure. In the literature, the values of the nor-
mal incidence absorption coefficients for several asphalt types are
available in tables [22, 28]. However, these coefficients are usu-
ally given for frequencies ranging from 0 to 2 kHz: therefore, an
extrapolation procedure is needed in order to simulate wideband
signals. In pyroadacoustics we included a database of coefficients
of the different asphalt mixtures studied in [22], whose absorption
properties are plotted in Fig. 9. In order to extrapolate the coeffi-
cients to higher frequencies, we perform a 2nd order polynomial
curve fitting in the logarithmic domain. Let us consider the coeffi-
cients αm,k, computed in [22] for a set of K frequencies fm,k, and
another set of I frequencies fm,i ∈ [0, fs/2] at which we want to
compute the extrapolated coefficients α̂m,i. Then, the extrapola-
tion is performed in three steps:

1. Compute α̃m,k = logαm,k and f̃m,k = log fm,k.

2. Retrieve the log scale extrapolated coefficients α̃m,i at log
frequencies f̃m,i = log fm,i, by performing a 2nd order
polynomial curve fitting on α̃m,k and f̃m,k.

3. Compute the linear scale coefficients α̂m,i = eα̃m,i .

The advantage of this approach over linear interpolation (adopted,
e.g., in [9]) is that in the log domain the lower frequencies have a
higher resolution, and thus the estimated coefficients in the known
range have a better fit to the available data. Moreover, the logarith-
mic transformation smooths out steep variations in the coefficients:
this improves the results when the extrapolation is performed over
averaged data. Note that the extrapolation can be performed on
any set of coefficients, either chosen from the database provided
in the package or defined by the user. In Fig. 10 we plot the result
of the extrapolation of the averaged coefficients shown in Fig. 9.
It can be seen that by fitting a 2nd order polynomial and carrying
out the extrapolation in the logarithmic domain, the peak between
0.5 kHz and 1 kHz is preserved. Once the absorption coefficients
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Figure 10: Extrapolated asphalt absorption coefficients. A second
order polynomial extrapolation is performed after a logarithmic
transformation. The known coefficients are the average absorption
coefficients of Fig. 9, then extrapolated to f ∈ [0, 8 kHz].

in the desired frequency range have been retrieved, and under the
assumption of a locally reactive asphalt surface, we can exploit
equations (10)-(11) to compute the values of the asphalt reflection
coefficients, as described in Sec. 2.3.

With the described approach, for each ϑ we are able to obtain
a set of reflection coefficients R(ϑ) computed at some specific fre-
quencies ωi. These coefficients can be interpreted as the amplitude
response of a FIR filter, that can be designed once again using the
weighted least squares method. Note that from (11) we can see that
with this procedure only the magnitude of the reflection coefficient
is preserved. Therefore, the described filter design only considers
the magnitude response, while discarding the phase. Since the an-
gle of incidence of the sound wave on the road surface ϑ depends
on the relative position of the source and the microphone array,
the procedure has to be performed at each simulation instant. In
order to speed up the simulation, however, we can avoid this by
pre-computing the impulse response of the filters corresponding to
a particular grid of incident angles, e.g. all the integer values of
ϑ in the range [−89, 89]◦. Then, at each time step, the angle of
incidence of the sound wave on the asphalt surface is computed
and rounded to the nearest integer, and the corresponding filter is
selected from the table.

The detailed models of asphalt reflection and air absorption
we implemented in pyroadacoustics guarantee an improved sim-
ulation accuracy over similar simulators. The proposed package,
in particular, allows the user to observe and analyze how the at-
mospheric conditions and the properties of the road surface affect
the sound propagation. In the next section we will present some
simulation results to show the possibilities offered by this software
package.

5. PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS

To show the capabilities of pyroadacoustics, we run some simu-
lations in the following scenario. First, we set the atmospheric
parameters T = 20 °C, ps = 1atm, hrel = 50% and the sam-
pling frequency fs = 8kHz. Then, we consider a single micro-
phone at position [0, 0, 1] m and a sound source moving along a
straight line, from position [3, 20, 1] m to position [3,−20, 1] m,
with constant speed v = 5m/s. In this scenario, we perform sev-
eral simulations using different source signals. In order to improve
the visualization of the differences between the results, no back-
ground noise is introduced. However, since the background noise
supported by the simulator is stationary, its introduction would not
affect the analyzed phenomena. The audio files related to the sim-
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Figure 11: Waveform and spectrogram of simulated signals as received by the microphone: (a)-(b): sinusoidal signal, without asphalt
reflection and air absorption; (c)-(d): sinusoidal signal, with asphalt reflection and air absorption; (e)-(f): white noise signal, with asphalt
reflection and air absorption; (g)-(h): emergency vehicle siren signal, with asphalt reflection and air absorption.

ulations discussed in this section are available at [12].
To show the impact of the Doppler effect on the simulated

sound, we first choose a sinusoidal source signal with f = 2kHz,
and we simulate only the direct path. Fig. 11a-11b contain the
waveform of the received signal and the corresponding spectro-
gram, computed using a 256 samples Tukey window with shape
parameter 0.25, an overlap of 32 samples and Fourier transform
length NFFT = 256. Here, the Doppler shift is clearly visible.

We then repeat the simulation, this time simulating also the
reflected path in the same scenario. The results are reported in
Fig. 11c-11d. As the reflected sound is received by the micro-
phone, it combines with the direct component and interference
patterns emerge. The interference produces an effect known as
comb filtering [13]: due to this phenomenon the spectrum of the
received signal contains notches and peaks at different frequen-
cies, that are related to the delay between the direct and the re-
flected sound. Since this delay depends on the relative distance
between the source and the receiver, the position of peaks and
notches varies throughout the simulation. This effect can be better
visualized by assigning a white noise signal to the source, in the
same previously defined scenario, as shown in Fig. 11e-11f. The
presence of the variable asphalt reflection and air absorption filters
affects the behavior of the comb filtering: the direct and reflected
components, in fact, are not exact replicas. Instead, each of them
is a differently filtered instance of the signal emitted by the source.
Note that an analysis of the time-varying position of the notches
of the comb filter can provide information about the relative po-
sition of the source and the receiver, and their relative velocity.
Therefore, it is important to include in the simulation an accurate
model of the road reflection and air absorption to enable the use
of simulated data in the design of algorithms that exploit the spec-
tral content of microphone signals in order to perform, e.g., sound
source localization, identification and tracking.

The plots in Fig. 11g-11h show the output of the simulation
when the source signal is a siren sound. A freely available audio
sample of a high-low siren has been collected in an online reposi-
tory for the purpose of running this demo.

Finally, in Tab. 1 we report the time required by the proposed
software to simulate 1 sec of audio, when different signal paths and
interpolators are used in the simulation. The simulations are per-

Table 1: Time in seconds required to simulate 1 sec of audio pro-
duced by a source moving at a constant speed, and captured by
a single microphone, for different signal paths and interpolation
methods. The sampling frequency is fs = 8kHz.

Interpolation Method
Simulated Signal Path Linear Allpass Sinc

Direct Path without Air Absorption 0.12 0.12 0.23
Direct Path with Air Absorption 0.19 0.19 0.29

Direct + Reflected Paths without Air Absorption 0.18 0.17 0.33
Direct + Reflected Paths with Air Absorption 0.35 0.34 0.50

formed using a 8 core Apple M1 CPU, and a 16GB memory. The
linear and allpass interpolators have a similar complexity, while
using the sinc filter requires a longer execution time.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented pyroadacoustics, a Python package for
the simulation of sound propagation on a road, resembling a high-
way environment. The software enables to simulate the sound pro-
duced by a moving sound source and received by a stationary mi-
crophone array. Both the direct sound and the sound reflected by
the road surface are considered. The proposed implementation al-
lows to simulate the Doppler effect, and is provided with an ex-
tensive model of the sound interaction with the road surface and
with the atmosphere. Demos of the simulation capabilities have
been provided, that show the impact of the Doppler effect and of
the interference between the direct and the reflected sound waves
on the simulated microphone signal. The road environment can
be defined in a flexible way, allowing the user to simulate the full
sound field, or just the direct component, and to choose whether to
include the air absorption in the simulation. This allows to balance
the trade-off between physical accuracy and computational com-
plexity depending on the specific requirements of each simulation.

The current version of pyroadacoustics does not support wind
noise and further reflections from nearby objects. However, the
open architecture based on the OOP-features of Python allows to
easily extend the simulator to implement these features, which we
foresee as future work. Also, multiple sound sources and moving
background noise sources could be included in the simulator.
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